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+e accuracy of Fresh Tea Sprouts Detection (FTSD) is not high enough, which has become a big bottleneck in the field of vision-
based automatic tea picking technology. In order to improve the detection performance, we rethink the process of FTSD.
Meanwhile, motivated by the multispectral image processing, we find that more input information can lead to a better detection
result. With this in mind, a novel Fresh Tea Sprouts Detection method via Image Enhancement and Fusion Single-Shot Detector
(FTSD-IEFSSD) is proposed in this paper. Firstly, we obtain an enhanced image via RGB-channel-transform-based image
enhancement algorithm, which uses the original fresh tea sprouts color image as the input. +e enhanced image can provide more
input information, where the contrast in the fresh tea sprouts area is increased and the background area is decreased. +en, the
enhanced image and color image is used in the detection subnetwork with the backbone of ResNet50 separately. We also use the
multilayer semantic fusion and scores fusion to further improve the detection accuracy. +e strategy of tea sprouts shape-based
default boxes is also included during the training. +e experimental results show that the proposed method has a better per-
formance on FTSD than the state-of-the-art methods.

1. Introduction

Automatic tea picking bymachine is an effective way to solve
the tea picking labor problem. However, the existing vision-
based tea picking robots cannot meet the requirement of a
high-quality tea picking task due to the poor fresh tea
sprouts detection and the uncontrollable imaging condition
[1–3]. Tang et al. [4] proposed a Local Binary Pattern (LBP)
and Gray-Level Co-Occurrence-Matrix- (GLCM-) based
method for green tea leaves classification. A fresh tea leaves
quantity assignment method by estimating total polyphenols
using near infrared spectroscopy is introduced in [5]. Un-
fortunately, most existing studies focused on tea classifica-
tion and quantity assignment [6, 7], and the imaging
condition is limited to indoor or laboratory [8]. +erefore,
the fresh tea sprouts detection in outdoor condition is an
urgent problem needed to be solved.

Vision-based fresh tea sprouts detection belongs to the
category of object detection [9, 10]. In recent years, object
detection has developed quickly with the aid of

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). Generally, the
CNN-based object detectors can be divided into two types: a
one-stage object detector and two-stage object detector. +e
one-stage object detector is usually modeled as a simple
regression problem and encapsulated all the computation in
a single feed-forward CNN [11], which can effectively in-
crease the detection speed. +e two-stage object detector is
mainly based on the proposal-driven stage and detection
refining stage. Detection speed is the key advantage of the
one-stage-based methods, but the accuracy is insufficient for
detecting small objects. Especially in the fresh tea sprouts
detection task, the tea sprouts are much smaller than the ripe
leaves, and it is hard to detect the tea sprouts quickly and
efficiently via the existing methods. Moreover, the re-
quirement of detection speed and accuracy is high when the
object detector is used in the vision-based tea picking robots.

Most existing research studies focused on how to extract
more robust features, such as the improvement of the feature
extraction network. In this paper, we rethink the process of
fresh tea sprouts detection and aim to propose a new
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improvement strategy for object detection. Motivated by the
multispectral image processing, we find that more input
information can lead to a better detection result. With this in
mind, we propose a novel Fresh Tea Sprouts Detection
method via Image Enhancement and Fusion SSD (FTSD-
IEFSSD).+emain contributions of our paper are as follows:

(1) We propose a novel improvement strategy for object
detection using input information increase via image
enhancement. +e added input information ob-
tained by the image enhancement usually contains
more salient features, which help to improve the
accuracy of object detection. In the task of FTSD, we
observed that the gray-level features in the enhanced
image have a significant difference between the fresh
tea sprouts area and the background area. +erefore,
the FTSD performance can be improved efficiently
via the proposed method.

(2) An RGB-channel-transform-based image enhance-
ment algorithm is proposed to increase the input
information, and the parameters used in the trans-
form algorithm are analyzed in the experimental
section. In order to further improve the detection
performance, we use the multilayer semantic fusion
and adaptive scores fusion to enhance the feature
maps. +e designed semantic fusion part consists of
four convolutional layers with different semantic
depths, and the balance of detection speed and ac-
curacy is also considered in our algorithm.

(3) To the best of our knowledge, the proposed FTSD-
IEFSSD is the first using image enhancement-based
input information increase, multilayer semantic
fusion, and adaptive scores fusion for fresh tea
sprouts detection with outdoor imaging condition.
Our method is an end-to-end object detection
method; the input is the original color image directly
obtained from the outdoor, and the output is the
detection results. It is a challenging task due to the
uncontrollable imaging condition and the high re-
quirement of detection speed and accuracy.

+e remainder of the paper is organized as follows: the
related works about tea sprouts detection and the CNN-
based object detectors are presented in Section 2. Section 3
describes the conventional SSD [12] and the proposed
FTSD-IEFSSD, and the proposed RGB-channel-transform-
based image enhancement algorithm and semantic fusion
are also included. +e experimental results and tea sprouts
detection performance are shown in Section 4. Section 5
gives the conclusions of our work.

2. Related Works

According to different emphases on the prior knowledge,
most existing tea sprouts detection methods can be cate-
gorized into two groups, the manually designed feature-
based method and the CNN-based method.

(i) +e manually designed feature-based method uses
the designed features to obtain the location of tea

sprouts, and the detection accuracy is highly
depended on the designing of features. Wu et al. [13]
introduce a G and G-B components feature-based
method to find the tea sprouts and background, but
the accuracy is low as the obtained features are not
highly semantic. A rapid watershed algorithm via the
color information is proposed to segment the tea
sprouts in [14]. However, the segmentation per-
formance is not well as the low detection speed and
accuracy. +e robustness of the manually designed
features is limited, which is mainly dependent on the
experience of the designer.

(ii) +e CNN-based method obtains the features auto-
matically via the convolutional layers, which is a
kind of data-driven method. Wang et al. [15] utilize
the segmented samples to train a deep learning
model to identify the tea sprouts, but the effect of
background is not included during the training. +e
accuracy is low when the input is the fresh tea
sprouts in outdoor condition. A method of recog-
nizing the picking points of the tender tea shoots
with the YOLOv3 [16] deep convolutional neural
network algorithm was given in [17], but it also uses
the segmented samples as the input. +e CNN-based
fresh tea sprouts detection method belongs to the
category of object detection, which can be divided
into two types: a one-stage object detector and two-
stage object detector. +e one-stage-based methods
became gradually popular from the YOLO [18], and
then, the YOLO-v2 [19], SSD [12], FSSD [20], DSSD
[21], and ASSD [22] occurred. +e two-stage-based
methods are famous with the R–CNN [23], Fast
R–CNN [24], Faster R–CNN [25], and SPPnet [26].

+e conventional SSD [12] approach performs the de-
tection via the feed-forward convolutional network and
scores for the presence of object class instances in fixed-size
bounding boxes. Figure 1 shows the network architecture of
SSD; the backbone of the network is based on the VGG-16,
and some auxiliary structure is added. Convolutional feature
layers are added to obtain more multiscale feature maps in
the SSD. So, there are more fixed sets of detection predic-
tions by the added layers. +en, the object is detected via the
default bounding boxes with a fixed position in each feature
map cell and the detection predictions. During the training
part, the bounding boxes matching strategy is implemented
by the location, aspect ratio, and scale.

+e one-stage-based methods model the detection task
as a regress problem, and all the computation is encapsulated
in a feed-forward convolutional network [27–29]; thereby,
the detection speed is highly improved. +e two-stage-based
methods are proposal driven, and the second stage is used to
refine the detection [30–32]. +e existing SSD-based
methods usually use the shallow layer to achieve the high
detection speed. However, the shallow layer suffers the se-
mantic information lacking problem which leads to a low
accuracy on detecting small objects. A straightforward way
to solve that problem is to increase the number of network
layers, but the detection speed decreases quickly, and the
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advantage of one-stage object detector no longer exists
either.

In this paper, we rethink the process of fresh tea sprouts
detection, where the process contains input data, detection,
and output result. Many CNN-based improvement strate-
gies [33–36] for object detection are focused on detection
network structure or feature fusion. +ere are also a few
improvement works on output result, such as label distri-
bution learning [37–39], but the improvement strategies on
input data for FTSD are not published. Meanwhile, moti-
vated by the multispectral image processing, we find that
more input information can lead to a better detection result.
With this in mind, a novel Fresh Tea Sprouts Detection
method via Image Enhancement and Fusion SSD (FTSD-
IEFSSD) is proposed in this paper. In our method, we obtain
an enhanced image via RGB-channel-transform-based im-
age enhancement algorithm with the input of an original
fresh tea sprouts color image. +e enhanced image can
provide more input information, where the contrast in fresh
tea sprouts area is increased and the background area is
decreased. +en, the enhanced image and color image are
used in the detection subnetwork separately, where the
ResNet50 is employed as the backbone. We also use the
multilayer semantic fusion and adaptive scores fusion to
further improve the detection accuracy. +e strategy of tea
sprouts shape-based default boxes is also included during the
training. +e novel improvement strategy using input in-
formation increase via image enhancement and the semantic
fusion operation can balance the calculation speed and
object detection accuracy. +e experimental results show
that the novel method leads to good detecting results;
meanwhile, the proposed method can be used in many other
fresh sprouts detecting tasks.

3. Methods

3.1.#e Proposed FTSD-IEFSSD. +e network architecture of
our method is shown in Figure 2; the input is a color image
with fresh tea sprouts, and the output is the corresponding
results of FTSD. In order to improve the detection perfor-
mance, a novel improvement strategy for object detection using
input information increase via image enhancement is proposed
in our method. We develop an RGB-channel-transform-based

image enhancement algorithm to get the enhanced image,
which can provide more input information. +e details of the
image enhancement algorithm are introduced in Section 3.2.
+erefore, the proposed network architecture is mainly
composed of two subnetworks: an enhanced image subnetwork
and color image subnetwork, which can extract more useful
features and default boxes. Motivated by ASSD [22], we use the
ResNet50 (conv1-5) as the backbone (see Table 1) in the
subnetworks and build the pyramid convolutional blocks
(conv6-9) following the same design of the conventional SSD.

In Figure 2, conv1_e means the first convolutional layer
in the enhanced image subnetwork and conv1_c is the
corresponding layer in the color image subnetwork. We use
the conv3–9 to detect the fresh tea sprouts with different
scales and also utilize the ReLU and batch normalization in
hidden layers. +e conv3 is enhanced via the feature map
fusion of conv3–6 to obtain more semantic information, and
the details are shown in Section 3.3. +e prediction layer in
each subnetwork is the same as the conventional SSD. In
order to obtain the final detection result, the score fusion
layer is used to merge the two subnetwork detection con-
fidence scores with equal weights of 0.5, and the non-
maximum suppression is also used to remove the impact of
overlapping boxes.

+e setting of default boxes usually affects the accuracy
of object detection directly in the SSD-based method. We
observed that the scales and aspect ratios of fresh tea sprouts
are different as the camera view and the individual difference
in sprout. It also can be observed that the size of fresh tea
sprouts is much smaller than the ripe leaves. +erefore, we
reset the default boxes and optimize the scales and aspect
ratios according to the size characteristics of fresh tea
sprouts. Comparing with the method of building more CNN
layers, the computational cost in our method is much lower,
but the detection results are better.

3.2. #e Proposed RGB-Channel-Transform-Based Image
Enhancement Algorithm. In order to further improve the
detection performance, we propose an RGB-channel-
transform-based image enhancement algorithm to obtain
the enhanced image, which can increase the input infor-
mation. +e enhanced image by our algorithm is
calculated as
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Figure 1: Network architecture of the conventional SSD method by Liu [12]; the VGG-16 is used as the backbone.
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fEn � α fR − fB


 + βfG, (1)

where fEn is the enhanced image, fR, fG, and fB are the
corresponding RGB channels in the color image, α and β are
the weight coefficients and set as α + β � 1, and is the
absolute value operation. In equation 1, the information of
the fresh tea sprouts is mainly enhanced by the absolute
value operation, and the fG is used to adjust the brightness of
the whole image.+erefore, we set the value of αmuch larger
than β, and the analysis of the weight coefficients is intro-
duced in Section 4.3. +e input information is increased via

the proposed image enhancement, and the detection ac-
curacy is also increased in the proposed FTSD-IEFSSD.

3.3. Semantic Fusion. Fresh tea sprouts detection is a
challenging task as the outdoor imaging condition and
detection speed.+e SSD utilizes the shallow layer to achieve
the high detecting speed, but the insufficient semantic in-
formation causes the low detecting accuracy of small objects
(fresh tea sprouts belong to a small object in the object
detection task). Building more CNN layers is a straight-
forward way to solve that problem, but the detecting speed is
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Figure 2: Network architecture of the proposed FTSD-IEFSSD method; the ResNet50 is used as the backbone of each subnetwork
(conv1–5), and the extra convolutional layers and prediction layer follow the same design as the conventional SSD. An RGB-channel-
transform-based image enhancement algorithm is proposed to get the enhanced image, which can provide more input information. +e
fusion features (enhanced conv3) are obtained from the semantic fusion of conv3–6, and the bilinear interpolation is employed in conv4–6
to align the same size of conv3. +e score fusion is also employed to achieve the fresh tea sprouts detection.
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significantly reduced. +e extracted feature fusion-based
method is a better way as the good balance of calculation
speed and object detection accuracy. +erefore, we fuse the
contextual information from the shallow layers to enrich its
semantics and utilize the tea sprouts shape-based default
boxes to improve the performance of FTSD. +e semantic
fusion is employed in the proposed FTSD-IEFSSD. How-
ever, there are many feature maps can be used during the
semantic fusion, such as layers 2–7 in Figure 2. +e feature
maps obtained from high levels usually have more global
semantic information, and the low levels contain more local
detailed features. It is hard to detect the fresh tea sprouts by
the conventional SSD as the context information and de-
tailed features need to be merged in one detector.

Motivated by FSSD [20], we fuse the contextual infor-
mation from layers 3–6 to enhance the semantics of layer 3,
which is shown by the gray dotted box in Figure 2. Layers
7–9 are not included in our semantic fusion part due to the
small size and limited information to merge. +e process of
semantic fusion can be formulated as

x3 � W3Concat x3, x4, x5, x6  + b3, (2)

where xn is the feature map at convolutional layer n,W and b
are the corresponding weight and coefficient separately, and
Concat is the concatenation operation. Layers 4–6 are
upsampled via bilinear interpolation in order to obtain the
same size as layer 3 during the concatenation operation.

4. Results

4.1. ImplementationDetails. +e experiments are run with 4
NVIDIA Titan X GPUs, the FTSD-IEFSSD model is trained
on TensorFlow, and other steps are implemented using
MATLAB. +e input image resolution is 400 × 400 with top
view.+e dataset contains 6000 images, which were acquired
in Hangzhou, China, from March 20 to April 4, 2019. Each
fresh tea sprout in the dataset has one leaf or two (see 2). We
use 80% of fresh tea sprouts images for training and 20% for
evaluation, and the 10-fold cross validation is also used in
the experiment. +e enhanced image subnetwork and color
image subnetwork are trained, respectively. +e main

evaluation metric is average precision (AP), which is widely
used in the object detection task.

During the training, the min size (smin) and max size
(smax) of the default boxes used in our method are one-
seventh ratio of the SSD as the small tender tea shoot shape.
We use the same strategy as the SSD to generate the default
box and use the hard negative mining to solve the positive-
negative box class imbalance problem. +e aspect ratio (ar)

for default boxes in layers 3, 8, and 9 is 1, 2, 1/2{ } and in
layers 4–7 is 1, 2, 1/2, 3, 1/3{ }. +e width (w) and height (h)

normalized calculation of default box is also the same as the
conventional SSD. We utilize the Stochastic Gradient De-
scent (SGD) algorithm to optimize the weights, with a decay
of 0.001 and initial learning rate of 0.001.+e α and β used in
equation 1 are 0.95 and 0.05 separately. +e overall objective
loss function consisting of localization loss and confidence
loss is also employed.

4.2. Fresh Tea Sprouts Detection Results. Comparisons of
different methods for FTSD on the testing dataset are shown
in Table 2, where the AP at different Intersection over Union
(IoU) thresholds 0.5 (AP50) and 0.75 (AP75), averaged over
thresholds between 0.5 and 1(AP) and Frames Per Second
(FPS), are used as the evaluation metrics. We retrained the
network models following the conventional training strategy
as the pretrained models are no longer suitable for the task of
FTSD.+emin size and max size of the default boxes used in
the comparative methods are the same as in our method.
From Table 2, it can be observed that the semantic feature
fusion-based methods (FSSD and the proposed FTSD-
IEFSSD) have better performance than other models on AP.
+e main reason is that the semantic information lacking
problem in shallow layers can be solved by the semantic
fusion with different layers. We also observed that the one-
stage object detector (YOLOv3 and SSD-based methods) has
a big improvement on detection speed (FPS). Meanwhile,
the corresponding detection accuracy is close to the two-
stage object detector. Compared with the SSD method
(ResNet50 backbone), our method has better performance
on AP, AP50, and AP75, which are increased to 83.9, 92.8,
and 88.9 separately. +e FPS of our method is lower than the
conventional SSD due to the two subnetworks and the se-
mantic fusion operation. However, the detection accuracy by
the proposed FTSD-IEFSSD is increased significantly, which
can further improve the success rate of automated tea
picking.

Figure 3 shows part of FTSD results obtained by the
conventional SSD (ResNet50 backbone), R–FCN (ResNet50
backbone), FSSD, and the proposed FTSD-IEFSSD. In
Figure 3, the IoU threshold with a score of 0.5 or above is
drawn. We observed that the FTSD results gained by the
conventional SSD contain more tea sprout branches, while
some small tea sprouts are lost during the detection. +e
abovementioned phenomenon leads to a low FTSD detec-
tion accuracy compared to the other methods in Figure 3.
+e R–FCN has better detection accuracy than the con-
ventional SSD, but the FPS is quickly dropped.+e detection
accuracy obtained by the FSSD is better than the conven-
tional SSD and R–FCN, but it is not high to achieve the

Table 1: Architecture of FTSD-IEFSSD with ResNet50 backbone.

Layer name Output size Specification
Conv1 200 × 200 7× 7, 64, stride 2

Conv2 100 × 100
1 × 1 64
3 × 3 64
1 × 1 256

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ × 3

Conv3 50 × 50
1 × 1 128
3 × 3 128
1 × 1 512

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ × 4

Conv4 25 × 25
1 × 1 256
3 × 3 256
1 × 1 1024

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ × 6

Conv5 13 × 13
1 × 1 512
3 × 3 512
1 × 1 2048

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ × 3
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Continued.

Table 2: Comparisons of different methods for FTSD on the testing dataset.

Method Backbone network FPS AP AP50 AP75
Faster R–CNN VGG16 11.0 77.9 86.3 81.4
Faster R–CNN ResNet50 6.3 80.4 89.0 84.7
R–FCN ResNet50 21.5 80.9 89.3 85.1
R–FCN ResNet101 14.7 81.1 90.0 86.1
YOLOv3 Darknet-53 31.0 80.9 89.8 85.0
SSD VGG16 37.2 79.6 88.9 84.1
SSD ResNet50 25.4 80.7 89.1 85.0
DSSD ResNet50 22.0 81.5 90.1 86.9
FSSD VGG16 50.2 81.0 89.9 86.0
FTSD-IEFSSD ResNet50 15.1 83.9 92.8 88.9
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requirement of vision-based tea picking robots. In Figure 3, it
can be observed that more small fresh tea sprouts are detected
via our method, especially the tea sprouts are partly covered by
the mature leaves. +e main reason is the fused contextual
information from layers 3–6 can providemore details about the
fresh tea sprouts. +e comparisons in Table 2 and 3 indicate
that the proposed FTSD-IEFSSD has a better overall perfor-
mance onAP and FPS than the state-of-the-artmethods, which
is an effective support to the high-quality tea picking task.

4.3. Model Analysis

4.3.1. Effects of Min Size and Max Size for Default Boxes.
To understand the proposed FTSD-IEFSSD better, we car-
ried out some comparative experiments to analyze how the
key components affect the tea sprouts detection perfor-
mance. +e effects of min size (smin) and max size (smax) for
default boxes on FTSD-IEFSSD are shown in Table 3, where
the aspect ratio (ar) for default boxes in layers 3, 8, and 9 is
1, 2, 1/2{ } and in layers 4–7 is 1, 2, 1/2, 3, 1/3{ }, and the FPS
and AP are the results of the testing dataset. From Table 3, we
find that the AP in row 3 has a significant improvement
compared with row 2.+emain reason is that some fresh tea
sprouts have the outline sizes between the default boxes
smin � 0.03 and smin � 0.04. We also find that the im-
provement of AP from row 3 to row 8 is limited as the fresh
tea sprouts with the outline sizes between the default boxes
smax � 0.13 and smax � 0.14 are rare. +erefore, the above-
mentioned phenomenon indicates that the default boxes
with min size 0.03 and max size 0.13 can cover most outline
sizes of fresh tea sprouts.

4.3.2. Effects of Aspect Ratio for Default Boxes. +e effects of
aspect ratio (ar) are shown in Table 4, where the min size
(smin) andmax size (smax) for default boxes are 0.03 and 0.13
separately, and the FPS and AP are the results of the testing
dataset too. From Table 4, it can be observed that the AP is
increased with more default box shapes, but the FPS is

decreased due to the computational cost of the added default
boxes. If we remove the default boxes with 3 and 1/3 aspect
ratio in all layers, the AP drops 3.2 and the FPS raises 5.9
compared with the second row in Table 4. In order to achieve
the requirement of vision-based automatic tea picking, the
detection accuracy and speed should be balanced. +erefore,
we set the aspect ratio (ar) for default boxes in layer 3, 8, and
9 to 1, 2, 1/2{ } and in layers 4–7 to 1, 2, 1/2, 3, 1/3{ }. In the
proposed FTSD-IEFSSD, we also utilize the contextual in-
formation from layers 3–6 to enhance the semantics of layer
3 and the shape-based default boxes to obtain more infor-
mation about the tea sprouts. +en, the computational cost
of the proposed method is reduced, and the detection ac-
curacy is increased by these optimizing strategies.

4.3.3. Effects of Weight Coefficients for Image Enhancement.
+e image enhancement results by different weight coeffi-
cients (α and β) are shown in Figure 4, and the value of α is,
respectively, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 0.95. It can be observed
that the contrast of the fresh tea sprouts is improved with the
increase of α in Figure 4; meanwhile, the negative effects on
FTSD caused by the background are gradually reduced. We
also set α to 1, but the texture details of the fresh tea sprouts
are easy to be lost. +erefore, we use 0.95 as the value of α in
the experiment. +e enhanced image obtained by our
method can provide more input information and more
salient features, which leads to better FTSD performance
comparing with the original color image. In addition, the
enhanced image is a kind of gray image, and little back-
ground information may be lost during the process of image
enhancement. +erefore, we use the enhanced image sub-
network and color image subnetwork to solve the input
information and salient features lacking problem. +e
multilayer semantic fusion and scores fusion are also used to
further improve the fresh tea sprouts detection accuracy.

4.3.4. Effects of Different Fusion Layers for Detection
Accuracy. +e semantic fusion used in our method is an

(d)

Figure 3: Detection results obtained by the R–FCN (ResNet50 backbone), conventional SSD (ResNet50 backbone), FSSD, and the proposed
FTSD-IEFSSD; the leaves in the yellow boxes are the detected fresh tea sprouts, and an IoU threshold with a score of 0.5 or above is drawn.
(a) Detection results obtained by the conventional SSD (ResNet50 backbone). (b) Detection results obtained by the R–FCN (ResNet50
backbone). (c) Detection results obtained by the FSSD. (d) Detection results obtained by the proposed FTSD-IEFSSD.
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Table 4: Effects of aspect ratio for default boxes on FTSD-IEFSSD.

Aspect ratio (ar) FPS AP
Layer 3 Layer 4–7 Layer 8 Layer 9

1, 2, 1/2{ } 1, 2, 1/2{ } 1, 2, 1/2{ } 1, 2, 1/2{ } 21 80.7
1, 2, 1/2{ } 1, 2, 1/2, 3, 1/3{ } 1, 2, 1/2{ } 1, 2, 1/2{ } 15.1 83.9
1, 2, 1/2{ } 1, 2, 1/2{ } 1, 2, 1/2, 3, 1/3{ } 1, 2, 1/2{ } 20 80.8
1, 2, 1/2{ } 1, 2, 1/2{ } 1, 2, 1/2{ } 1, 2, 1/2, 3, 1/3{ } 20.5 80.7
1, 2, 1/2, 3, 1/3{ } 1, 2, 1/2{ } 1, 2, 1/2{ } 1, 2, 1/2{ } 18.3 81.8
1, 2, 1/2, 3, 1/3{ } 1, 2, 1/2, 3, 1/3{ } 1, 2, 1/2{ } 1, 2, 1/2{ } 12.6 84.2
1, 2, 1/2, 3, 1/3{ } 1, 2, 1/2, 3, 1/3{ } 1, 2, 1/2, 3, 1/3{ } 1, 2, 1/2, 3, 1/3{ } 6.7 84.3

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

Figure 4: +e image enhancement results by different weight coefficients (α and β); α is, respectively, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 0.95. (a) Color
image, (b) enhanced imageα � 0.6, β � 0.4, (c) enhanced image α � 0.7, β � 0.3, (d) enhanced image α � 0.8, β � 0.2, (e) enhanced image
α � 0.9, β � 0.1, and (f) enhanced image α � 0.95.β � 0.05.

Table 3: Effects of min size and max size for default boxes on FTSD-IEFSSD.

Min size (smin) Max size (smax) FPS AP

0.05 0.13 21.2 78.5
0.04 0.13 16.6 81.2
0.03 0.13 15.1 83.9
0.02 0.13 6.0 84.2
0.01 0.13 3.6 83.7
0.03 0.11 20.8 81.6
0.03 0.12 17.1 82.6
0.03 0.14 13.6 84
0.03 0.15 12.7 83.8
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efficient way as the good balance of calculation speed and
object detection accuracy. In the experimental part, we
evaluate the effects of different fusion layers for detection
accuracy, and the details are shown in Table 5. +e FPS and
AP are the corresponding results of the testing dataset
too, and the strategies of aspect ratio and weight coefficients
(α and β) used in different fusion layers follow the baseline of
the proposed FTSD-IEFSSD.

From Table 5, it can be observed that the AP is raised with
the adding of fusion layers, but the FPS only changes a little.
Specifically, the decrease of 0.4 in FPS can bring an increase of
1.1 in detection accuracy, which is an efficient way to improve
the detection accuracy. +e main reason is more semantic
features are obtained by more convolutional layers. +en, the
differences between the fresh tea sprouts and ripe leaves are
obtained and enhanced. +erefore, in our task, the detection
accuracy is increased via the addition of fusion layers.

+e feature maps obtained from high levels usually have
more global semantic information, but the layers 7–9 in
ResNet50 are not included in our semantic fusion part due to
the small size and limited information to merge. +erefore,
we fuse the contextual information from layers 3–6 to en-
hance the semantics of layer 3, which has better performance
on FTSD. Meanwhile, the detection speed satisfied the re-
quirement (the FPS is usually larger than 13) of the vision-
based automatic tea picking robot.

4.3.5. Comparisons of Different Network Structures in the
FTSD-IEFSSD. In the experimental part, we also analyze the
effect of the network structures on FTSD. Comparisons of
different network structures (single subnetwork, include
semantic fusion operation or not, and different backbones in
the feature extraction part) are shown in Table 6, and the FPS
and AP are the corresponding results of the testing dataset.
+e semantic fusion operation and strategy of aspect ratio
used in the single subnetwork structure (ResNet34,
ResNet50, ResNet101, and VGG-16 backbone based) are the
same as the FTSD-IEFSSD.+e min size (smin) and max size

(smax) for default boxes used in all network structures are
0.03 and 0.13 separately. +e weight coefficients (α and β)
used in the enhanced image subnetwork are 0.95 and 0.05
separately.+e VGG-16 backbone network structure follows
the baseline of the conventional SSD [12], but the semantic
fusion operation is the same as the proposed FTSD-IEFSSD.

From the comparisons of different network structures in
Table 6, we find that the two subnetwork-based methods
(row 3 and 6–9 in Table 6) have an average improvement of
1.92 on AP than the single subnetwork-based methods (row
1, 2, 4, and 5 in Table 6), which indicates that the FTSD
accuracy is improved by the strategy of two subnetworks.
+e main reason is that the two subnetwork-based methods
can obtain more input information via the enhanced image
subnetwork. Meanwhile, more useful features can be
extracted by the added input information, which leads to a
better performance on FTSD. From Table 6, we also find that
the detection methods (row 1–3 in Table 6) using semantic
fusion improve the AP by 1.13 compared with the methods
without semantic fusion (row 4–6 in Table 6). More local
detailed features with global semantic information are ob-
tained during the semantic fusion operation, where more
small fresh tea sprouts can be detected. +erefore, the de-
tection performance is improved via the semantic fusion and
added input information in the proposed FTSD-IEFSSD.

+e backbone network used in the feature extraction part
usually has little impact on the detection accuracy. In the
experimental part, we also compare different backbone net-
works to find a more suitable network structure to further
improve the detection performance. In Table 6, the detection
performance of ourmethodwith different backbone networks
(ResNet34, ResNet50, ResNet101, and VGG-16) are shown in
row 2 and 7–9. It can be observed that the VGG-16-based
method has the highest detection speed but the detection
accuracy is low. Meanwhile, the ResNet101 has the best
performance on detection accuracy, but the detection speed
cannot meet the requirement of the vision-based automatic
tea picking robot.+erefore, the detection accuracy and speed

Table 5: Effects of different fusion layers for detection accuracy on FTSD-IEFSSD.

Semantic fusion layers
FPS AP

Layer3 Layer 4 Layer 5 Layer 6
✓ ✓ 7 7 15.5 82.8
✓ ✓ ✓ 7 15.3 83.0
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 15.1 83.9

Table 6: Comparisons of different network structures in the FTSD-IEFSSD for FTSD.

Method Backbone network Semantic fusion FPS AP AP50 AP75
Enhanced image subnetwork ResNet50 ✓ 28.5 81.4 90.7 87.1
Color image subnetwork ResNet50 ✓ 24.9 81.5 90.8 87.3
FTSD-IEFSSD ResNet50 ✓ 15.1 83.9 92.8 88.9
Enhanced image subnetwork ResNet50 7 28.7 80.5 89.1 84.9
Color image subnetwork ResNet50 7 25.4 80.7 89.6 85.0
FTSD-IEFSSD ResNet50 7 15.6 82.2 91.5 87.6
FTSD-IEFSSD ResNet34 ✓ 17.0 82.1 91.4 87.6
FTSD-IEFSSD ResNet101 ✓ 11.2 84.5 93.2 89.7
FTSD-IEFSSD VGG-16 ✓ 35.6 82.0 90.9 87.5
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should be balanced to obtain better performance on FTSD. In
the proposed FTSD-IEFSSD, we use the ResNet50 as the
backbone network which has the best comprehensive de-
tection performance.+e detection accuracy of our method is
improved by 1.9 compared with the VGG-16-based method.
From the comparison of different network structures in
Table 6, it also can be observed that the AP obtained by our
method is higher than the others. +e main reason is that the
proposed network structures in our method are more suitable
for the fresh tea sprouts detection. Meanwhile, the idea of
adding input information via image enhancement is another
important factor.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we develop the FTSD-IEFSSD, a novel fresh tea
sprouts detection method, via image enhancement and
improved fusion SSD.+e strategy for object detection using
input information increase via image enhancement is pro-
posed in our method, which is a new way to improve the
detection performance. +e multilayer semantic fusion
operation, adaptive scores fusion, and the tea sprouts shape-
based default boxes are also employed to balance the cal-
culation speed and detection accuracy. +e experimental
results indicate that the proposed method leads to good
performance on FTSD.+e testing dataset AP of ourmethod
is 83.9, which has better performance than the state-of-the-
art methods. +e detection speed (FPS) of our method is
15.1, which can basically meet the requirement of high-
quality tea picking task. FTSD is still a challenging task due
to the uncontrollable imaging condition and the small size of
tea sprouts. Future work includes the following aspects.
More fresh tea sprouts images should be collected. +e
semantic fusion operation could be further optimized to
improve the detection performance.+emodel compression
operation could be included to increase the detection speed.
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